
Dear Friend,

During March, Indian officials ordered the world’s largest shutdown to 
prevent the spread of COVID-19.  If that wasn’t enough, our partners in 
India are reporting that some states won’t let Christians receive 
government food rations.  India remains one of the most difficult places 
for Christians to practice their faith.

In addition, authorities in East India struggled to maintain social 
distancing yesterday while evacuating people ahead of a “super 
cyclone,” that made landfall in West Bengal and Bangladesh.

As a colleague of mine said, “there may be significant restrictions, but 
the Gospel is not locked out!”

On May 10, Reach Beyond Australia launched an exciting new pilot 
project using WhatsApp, in partnership with our friends at 
Christianityworks. 

WhatsApp is a free mobile application that can be used to send text and 
voice messages, and is hugely popular in India.  It can reach thousands 
of people in an instant; in audio too!

The original idea was to send out short encouraging audio messages 
that address the COVID-19 situation to an initial audience of three 
groups, each made up of 260 recipients.  That’s 780 people!  Larger than 
many of our churches.

The pilot was launched in five languages:  English, Tamil, Kannada, 
Marathi and Hindi.  Already these messages of hope are being listened 
to by thousands of people, far exceeding our earlier estimates.  And it’s 
been only a couple of weeks since its launch!

How do we know it’s being listened to?  Well that’s what I love about 
this project.  WhatsApp has a great way of telling you the progress of 
your message.
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One grey tick tells you your message was sent.  A second grey tick tells 
you the person received it.  The double blue tick tells you they listened 
to it!  How exciting is that!

With vast numbers in lockdown, many people have stayed online like 
never before, presenting a wonderful opportunity to share messages of 
hope during times of great uncertainty.

Through the generosity of one of our supporters we were able to fund 
the initial pilot. 

It can be so tempting to hunker down and say, “Let’s just get through 
this!”  “Let’s not spend money just in case donations decline.” 
However, I am convinced that this is not want the Lord wants. While we 
commit to be good stewards of the resources the Lord has blessed us 
with, we also don’t want to miss out on impacting literally thousands of 
people with the Gospel because of a small faith.

With the success of this pilot project, we continue to value your prayers 
and financial support as we take the Gospel into unreached places, and 
expand this project.  

While we cannot offer you a tax-deduction for your gift, we can promise 
you that your gift will have an exponential impact in transforming lives 
through the power of the Gospel. 

I can’t wait to share with you some of the stories and testimonies as they 
arrive!

Kind regards

Dale Stagg, CEO


